
Midterm Exam
AFPRL 390.22: The Black Arts Movement

Answer one of the following essay questions. Your answer should include specific quotes
from the texts to support your points and (if necessary) references to other texts/ films/
audio from the class. Full citations for assigned material are not necessary: we’ve all read
it; just reference what it is and the page # (if applicable). External references should be
done using MLA or APA citation.

1) Jimmy Garrett’s We Own the Night and Marvin X (Jackmon)’s Flowers for the
Trashman both involve themes of generational conflict. In a fully formed essay, identify
what the conflicts are and compare how they are dealt with in each play. For full credit,
use specific examples from each text and fully explain how the examples support your
points.

2) Discuss the role of race in Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones’s) Dutchman and The Slave. In
a fully formed essay, explain how Baraka’s plays respond to the shifting cultural and
social period that he was writing in and how both have autobiographical elements. For
full credit, use specific examples from each text and fully explain how the examples
support your points.

Length: 3-4 pages (maximum), typed, double-spaced, with 1.5” margins, Times font
(this is Times).
Due: Monday, October 29 by Midnight Eastern Standard Time

Submit: via e-mail to hwi0002@hunter.cuny.edu as MS Word or shared Google doc.
Add me as a “collaborator” if sharing a Google doc (do a Google search on how to do
this if you don’t know). No hard copies, please.

Grading: Will be on the scale of A-F and based on the following:

Clarity of thesis and how well it is presented/ defended
Proper use of specific examples to illustrate points
Thoroughness of explanation
Clarity and style of writing
Following assignment guidelines (correct format, length, etc.)
Mechanics (punctuation, spelling, correct word choice)
If necessary: Proper use of sources (including citations)
Timeliness of submission


